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(Newark, DE March 1, 2011) Plenary Publishing announces the release and availability of Karen 
Simpson’s debut novel, "Act of Grace."    

“Grace’s intimate narration and folksy-but-modern-

Southern-down-home voice immediately pulls the 

reader into the story. You can’t help but like her: 

she’s sassy, she’s smart, and when her Nana 

explains to her that she is to be a conduit for their 

ancestral spirits, you know immediately that the 

right girl was chosen for the task.”  

-Marlon Edwards of the Speculative Literature 

Foundation  

Why would Grace Johnson, a bright, African-
American high school senior, save the life of a Ku 
Klux Klansman named Jonathan Gilmore? 
 
That question hovers over Grace’s hometown of 
Vigilant, Michigan, and few people, black or white, 
understand her actions—especially since rumor has 
it that many years ago, a member of the Gilmore 
family murdered several African-American 
residents. And if Grace had her way, she would not 
reveal the circumstances that led her to make what 

some deem to be a foolish sacrifice and an act of treason against her race. 
 
The decision to remain silent, however, is not Grace’s to make, for the spirit of her ancestors have 
emerged and insist, in ways Grace cannot ignore, that she bear witness to the violent racial history 
that continues to divide the town of Vigilant. But when Grace discovers a century-old tale of a blood-
soaked, eye-for-eye vengeance that includes the mysterious death of her own father, she questions 
whether she has the ability and the will to accept the mind-bending spiritual challenge in front of her. 
 
As Grace reluctantly embarks on the unlikeliest of journeys and into the magical world of the 
African-American traditions used by her ancestors to fight slavery and oppression, she undergoes a 
spiritual transformation that leads to the true nature of her calling: to lead Jonathan Gilmore, the town 
of Vigilant and her own soul on a path toward reconciliation, redemption and true grace. 
 
 
 



About the Author 

Karen Simpson 

 

Karen Simpson was born in Detroit, Michigan and spent 
most of her life in Ann Arbor, Michigan, an area she calls a 
“great place for artists of all kinds to live and work.” Karen 
is the oldest of four children (two brothers and a sister), and 
she describes her childhood as wonderful: 
 
My parents were very devoted to our education and 
encouraged all of us to become the best at whatever we 
chose to become. My father in particular was excited that I 
wanted to be an artist and writer. He gave me my first 
typewriter when I was about five, because he knew I was 
writing stories. My mother introduced me to the arts of 
cooking, sewing and theater. She was also the one who 
cultivated my love of all different varieties of music. 
 
Karen received her bachelor’s degree in Animal 
Husbandry, M.A. in Foreign Language and International 
Trade and M.S. in Historic Preservation from Eastern 
Michigan University, and she has worked for the 
University of Michigan for over 30 years in Student 

Financial Services, but she considers her career to be outside of that area. “Writing, fabric art, and 
history are my passions. I’m a quilter and have exhibited quilts and taught African-American quilting 
for over twenty years.” 
 
As a historic preservationist trained in heritage interpretation and administration, Karen has also 
designed exhibits for museums and historical institutions that deal with issues of cultural diversity 
and racial reconciliation, and presented and published papers on various aspects of African-American 
culinary and agricultural history. Aside from writing, her dream job is to become a director of 
programs for a living history museum, though she confesses that her biggest dream as a child was to 
become a writer.   
 

 

Visit Karen Simpson’s website and read the first chapter of Act of Grace at: 
 

 

www.karensimpsonwrites.com 
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Available for purchase directly from Plenary Publishing. 
 

Also available on Amazon, Barnes and Noble and in your local bookstores.  
 

Don’t see the book in your local bookstore? Ask for it! 

 

Available in the following formats: 
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Are you a Book Club member?  

Email bookclubsales@plenarypublishing.com for special group discounts! 
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